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—lltlat thy way may be known upon earth, thy saving health among all nations.
VOE» IV. GkMBIER, OHIO, FRIDAY, OCTOBER 25, 1833. NO. 6«
REV. M. -T. C. WING, EDITOl.
GEORGE W. MYERS, PRINTER.
THERE’S NOTHING LIKE PRArER.
Tune—“ Sweet Home."
BY MISS ANN LUTTON, OF MOIRA, IRELAK).
When torn is the bosom by sorrow and care,
Be it ever so simple there’s nothing like prirer :
It eases, soothes, softens, subdues, yet sustain,
Gives vigor to hope, and puts passion in chajs.
Prayer, prayer, O sweet prayer,
Be it ever so simple, there’s nothing liki prayer.
When far from the friends we hold dearest tcpart,
What fond recollections still cling to the heat,
Past scenes and past converse, past enjoymeits are there, 
O how liurtfully pleasing till hallowed by payer.^
Prayer, prayer, O sweet prayer,
Be it ever so simple, there’s nothing life prayer.
When pleasure would woo us from piety’s ams,
The siren sings sweetly, or silently charms,
We listen, love, loiter, are caught in the snaie,
But, looking to Jesus, we conquer by praye.
Prayer, prayer,'O sweet prayer,
Be it ever so simple, there’s nothing lib prayer.
While strangers to prayer we are strangers o bliss, 
Heaven pours its full streams through no meiium but this; 
And till we shall the Seraphim’s ecstacy shre,
Our chalice of joy must be guarded by prifer.
Prayer, prayer, O sweet prayer,
Be it ever so simple, there’s nothing Ike prayer.
MISSION ARY.
utterned in a most distressing tone of voice, ac- ceasing round of servitude and drudgery. And shall 
companid with tears. Truly they pray in sorrow it be always thus? Shall their daughters be train- 
of heart and distress of spirit. But alas! their jed to servitude only ? Methinks 1° hear you say, 
sorrows does not arise from a sense of sin. Of I “No. Let them have the blessed, soul-transform- 
this they know nothing. The first night I lay ing Gospel.” “ Gladly., do I part with an only bro- 
in their lodge, I was roused from sleep about the 1 ther to bear them that Gospel.”
breaking of day, by the most distressing noise I j During my last tour among the Osages, we found 
ever heard. About fifty persons had commenced ; the whole nation in a high state of excitement._
their morning prayer; and such dismal howling; 
such soul-rending cries I never before heard. I 
felt self-condemned. What, though I, are these 
poor heathen, who know not the true God, so ear
They had just returned from a successful expedi­
tion against the Pawnees and Kitnanches. East 
village was rejoicing over its victories. The braves, 
qr warriors, of the first village, which we visited
ly and importunately engaged in prayer, whilst I j had returned the very day we arrived; and with 
and my brethren, who know the way to the mercy ' great pride related to us their achievments. They
EXTRACT /ROM A LETTER 
From the Rev. Henry V. Wilson, Jr. of the Dwight Mission
to his Sister.
The .Idolatry of he Osages—Their Prayers—Fu­
neral Rites_ Condition of Females—Osage War-
Dwight Station, June \Sth, 1833. 
Dear Shtcr,—In my last letter I attempted to
"ive soive description of the Osages. My paper 
would not permit me to say half that I desired to 
say respecting them.' I feel much for this poor 
people, and wish that Christians knew more respect­
ing their real condition, that they might know how 
to pray and strive for the improvement of it. I 
spoke, before, principally of their temporal suffer­
ings. I wish to say something now of their moral 
condition. The Osages are idolaters. They have 
five superior Gods whom they worship; thesun, the 
moon, the earth, the stars, and thunder. I o these 
they all pray and offer sacrifice. In addition to 
these, some have inferior gods, such as the wind, 
fire, water, &c. They are most conscientious in 
their worship, and rigid in the performance of their 
ceremonies. Seldom, if ever, does the sun arise 
without their being engaged in prayer; and often 
do they rise, before it is yet day, to engage in their 
worship. For prayer our blessed Redeemer rose 
‘agreat while before day. ’• Butah! thepoorblind 
Osage knows not how to pray to “ Our l ather who 
is in heaven.” No pious parent taught him to lisp 
that hallowed name, nor does he know to teach 
his little'children, who gathered round him as he 
prays, any thing else than the vain and foolish jar­
gon which he uses himself. Their prayers consist 
chiefly of complaints. “ Oh, I am poor, I am poor, 
I aril miserable. Give me corn. Givo me ilesh. 
Give me buffalo. Give me the scalps of mine en­
emies. 01 I am poor. I have lost my horse. My 
children are stolen by my enemy. I have’no gun
__ no tobacco—no food—what shall I do? What
will become of me?” &c. These complaints are
seat of Jehovah, lie sluggishly on our buffalo skins?
Can we thus rest when their souls are in danger of 
everlasting torment? O! that their minds could 
reach beyond that sun to which they pray; to the 
blessed Son of righteousness. Their ideas of fu­
turity are very dark. Wither goes the spirit of the 
dead? The Osage cannot tell you. No land of 
of promise; no heaven of pure delight rises be­
fore the dim vision of the Indian. All he sees is 
a dark and narrow land; and a land of shadows 
and of ghosts. He sees something beyond the 
grave, but he sees it not distinctly. He knows 
not what sort of life it is. He conjectures that it 
is something like the present. Under this impres­
sion they generally bury their dead m a standing 
posture, placing a quantity of provision by their 
side. Jf the deceased has been a hunter or a war­
rior they place his gun, bow, and arrows by his 
side; or if he has been a person of very great dis­
tinction they lead his finest horse up to the grave; 
cut his throat, bleed it to death, and after it has 
become stiff, they bury it in a standing position be­
side him: that he may ride it in the other world.
Their mourning for the dead is very distressing.
When any one of them seems very nigh to deatii, 
the relatives, particularly, the mother, commence , be done, mych prejudice be removed, much infor- 
the most bitter lamentations. She cries, howls, mation circulated, &c., before the time of full ga- 
tears her hair, and smites upon her breast. Then, ' thering of souls to the Redeemer's fold from the 
for a moment, she ceases, until the conjurer has ; pagan nations shall arrive. In this view, Morrison 
done his last office; which is to paint the face of has been a successful missionary, though but two 
the dying person, that it may be known, in the I or three conversions have occurred under his min- 
other world, to what tribe he belonged. If, in the , istry. His dictionary of the Chinese language is 
opinion of file conjurer, he dies too slowly, he the monument of his usefulness. So important is 
crams hot ashes and Jive embers into his mouth ’ this consideration, that all the money expended 
and eyes, to hasten his dc^ih. At length it is dis-1 and all the exertions made by the church, would 
covered that he is dead,anfl the lamentations of sur- j have been richly compensated, even if there had 
viving friends increase sevenfold. When the com- | not been one solitary conversion from the ranks of 
pany of mourning women is exhausted, another heathenism. TheLcrd carries forward his cause 
comes, takes up and prolongs the sad lamentation., which involves all this expenditure, and which im- 
Thus it continues for many days, nor does it cn- : piys all this preparatory work. Bpt there is one fact, 
tirely cease, until the father, or some new relative j either not generally known, or not sufficiently ad- 
goes to war, and brings back the scalp of one Of i, verted to:—J’he number of converts now among the 
his enemies. This is suspended on a pole over the \ heathen is greater in proportion to the. number of 
grdve, when all mourning ceases, and a dance and- j missionaries, than the number of communicants in 
feast ensues. 1 this gospel land in proportion to the number of min-
Among the Osages a plurality of wives is nllow-'i isters. There ai'e employed, by the Moravian, 
ed. Each husband, if he proves himself brave, is Wesleyan, Baptist, London Church, American 
: entitled to all the sisters of the same family by the-s (Boston) Board, and other European and Ameri- 
same mother, and others, if he see proper. Hence (can Missionary Societies, 539 ordained ministers ;
' arises many h family broil. The condition of the ( and the number of persons reported (from many 
! females is truly degraded. They are perfect slaves: ' stations there are no reports) are in church mem- 
I for while the men are reclining at their ease in the I bership, from amongst the heathen, is 93,725—an 
camp, smoking, or telling stories, the women are I average of 174 communicants to each missionary, 
busy, building their huts; planting their corn,dress-! (See Ch. Miss. Register, Jan. 1832.) AViiile in this 
ing skins, transporting baggage, wood, or water; country, at the same time, there were in the com- 
often bearing burdens heavy enough for a horse, j munion ot the Moravian, Methodist, Baptist, Con- 
Instead of one day of rest in seven, they have not i gregational, Presbyterian, and Associate Presby- 
one from their marriage till death. It is one un- terian churches, 924,058 members; and in the
had fallen upon a Pawnee town in a defenceless 
state. The warriors, on a hunting excursion, hav­
ing left only the aged and infirm men, the women, 
and children in it. All these, amounting to more 
than three hundred, the Osages had slaughtered, 
sparing only seven children, whom they had brought 
with them prisoners. They striped the slain of all 
their trinkets and ornaments, and set fire to the 
town. They brought several hundred horses which 
belonged to the Pawnees; one of which was packed 
with the bleeding scalps. These they strung on 
long poles, which they elevated in the air, whilst, 
with fiend-like delight, they danced under-neatli. 
In the midst of this confusion, however, the Lord 
who quiets the billows of the sea, restored some 
degree of order among these savages; so that we 
spent a day or two, in each of the villages preach­
ing the word.—Presbyterian.
From the Christian Herald. 
SUCCESS OF MISSIONS.
The success of the efforts made to diffuse the 
influence of the gospel amongst the heathen can­
not be estimated simply by the number of souls 
converted. An immense preparatory work must
42
same denominations 5098 ministers; affording an 
average of 161 members to each clergyman, pee 
Ain. Quar. Register.) If it be said that the great­
er part of these converts from heathenism are in 
connexion with those denominations which are not 
sufficiently careful in the admission of members, it 
is obvious to remark that the same is tiue of our 
American communicants.—The statistics of other 
evangelical denominations in this country are not 
at hand, but it is presumed they would not mate­
rially affect the result. Mr. Editor, my only wish 
is to have this fact stated. Let those ponder it 
who oppose missions, or who yield them a cold sup­
port, because they are so unsuccessful;—may our 
young candidates for the ministry weigh it when 
Choosing their field.of labor; and may every friend 
of missions, “thank God and lake courage." He 
has blessed even the feeble, and inadequate efforts 
which have been made—shall He not much more 
grant His blessing, where ail his people humbly do 
all their duty ? C.
heligjous.
NEW TRACT
Of the American Ti act Society. No USS. Dying\ 
testimony of believers and unbelievers. Collected \ 
from*authentic sources, by 1C. C. Brownlee, D. D. \ 
A premium Tract, 32 pages.
Christianity has its livingwithesses, whose tes-. 
timony'is “known and read of all men." In these 
arc held forth the truth and divinity of the Christian , 
religion, in its life, beauty, and fascinating charms) 
of holiness. This evidence is vivid and affecting, | 
the manifest result of a Divine efficacy put forth j 
in the formation of the Christian character. It is J 
seen and known to be of God, by all who have 
eyes to see and hearts to understand. It. is evi­
dence, at once striking, and convincing. It exhi- 
bites an effect for which no human wisdom or pow-) 
er can ever be deemed an adequate cause, it is ever ; 
present before the eyes ot men: exhibiting the ) 
same heavenly traits from generation to generation.' 
And when a uniformly consistent and holy life is j 
closed by a dying testimony, the evidence is then J 
complete.
We should not, therefore, separate the consis­
tent life of godliness from the dying testimony of 
the saints. The two combined constitute an in­
valuable living coidle to the honor of Christ Jesus 
and his holy religion.
It is true the Christian, after a consistent course 
of holiness, may depart this life without an op­
portunity of bearing testimony. He may die sud­
denly, or in the delirium of a fever—safely as to 
his state, it is true, but without having the honor 
and felicity of bearing a dying testimony for his 
Lord.
In other instances, dying Christians, having lived 
too much in the spirit ot the world, have exhibited 
great mental distress under the hidings of God’s 
countenance. The celebrated Hugo Grotius 
in the bitterness of his spirit cried out, “O! I 
have consumed my (lays in a laborious trifling! I 
would give all my learning and honor for the plain 
integrity of poor John .Urich I” This was a poor 
neighbor of his, who usually spent eight hours a 
day in prayer. When SalMa^us, one of the fi­
nest scholars of his age, came to die, he cried out, ! 
“O! I have lost a world of time! The most pre­
cious thing in the world! 0, sirs, mind the world I 
less and God more P • The famous Swiss physician, | 
Baron Haller, was in great darkness 'and dis-i 
tress of mind on his death-bed;'he bewailed his ) 
mis-spent time, and solemnly warned those about I 
him to devote their time to God. He was ena­
bled at last, however to express his renewed con- i 
fidence in God’s mercy, through Jesus Christ. The ! 
case of Dr. Samuel Johnson, the colossus of j 
English literature, was very similar to this. It was • 
not until the pure light of Evangelical truth broke ! 
in upon his mind that he obtained true Christian 
peace.
The deaths of men of the world, and the ene­
mies of Christ, we cannot contemplate without 
salutary instruction and solemn warning. I mmht 
refer to many recorded in the Bible, such as that 
cf Pharaoh; of Korab; of the two sons of Aaron, 
who perished under the influence of wine, in the
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act of offering, like the infidel, “strange fire on 
God’s altar;” of Achan, whose heinous crimes 
brought sudden death on thirty-six men, and a 
fearful retribution on himself; and Balaam, who 
sacrificed his allegiance to God, and his own honor, 
conscience, and life, to the lust of ambition; Ab­
salom, the unnatural child and rebellious subject; 
King Ahab, and his qu.een Jezebel, who met the 
fearful doom of the persecutors of Christ and his 
people; Hainan the unprincipled statesman, who 
sought to sacrifice the people of God on the altar 
of his personal ambition, and who was hurried sud­
denly to the very gibbet which his hands had rear­
ed for his rival; Judas Iscariot, who betrayed 
our Lord, and whose doom was thus written by God 
—“Good were itforthtit manhe had never been born!” 
Annanias and Sapphira, who “lied unto God the 
Holy Ghost,” and perished in the act of their sin; 
and Eiyrnas, the false prophet, who was smitten 
blind while he opposed the Gospel of Christ: but 
we shall select the following:
Julian the Apostate sought to destroy the 
Christian religion, and its ministry, by depriving 
them of their schools, and the means of education. 
He avowed it as his object to show the falsity of 
the scripture prediction respecting the temple; and 
for this purpose he gave orders that it should be 
rebuilt, and the Jews’ worship set up again. But, 
as historians relate, he was utterly defeated; balls 
of fire issuing out of the foundation, scattering 
the materials and overwelming the workmen with 
terror. Finding himself mortally wounded, he re­
ceived a handful of his gushing blood, and threw 
it up towards heaven; “in spite, says one histo­
rian, against the sun, the idol of the Persians, who 
f might against him:” but more probably, as other! 
historians state, “in malignant hatred against 
Christ:” who also add, that “as he buried the j 
blood upwards, lie cried, Thou hast, conquered me, I 
0 Gallilean! ’
Antiociius IV. was an unrelenting enemy of 
toe Church of God. In a furious passion he vow- Theml thp iionr r„;„ a? t.« i " ’iTi fo^er, “tie philosophical historian,” relieved the
God lb i mi-" tl UR T! ant 1if pe.op e ° | agitations o’ his mind by his favorite whist, and byorocl. tie took an oath that he would make it a I ___
national sepulchre for the Jews, and extirpate
them to a man! but even while the words were in 
his mouth the wrath of God foil nn him. nnd 
him with a horrible disease. In spite of all the
arts of his physicians, his body became a mass of 
putrefaction, whence there issued an incredible j
crushed him.
And by the same form of disease Philip II. of
Spain, perished, a persecutor of Christians, more 
bigoted and more bloody than either of the former. 
His flesh consumed away on his bones, by incu­
rable ulcers, which sent forth innumerable swarms 
of worms, so that nobody could approach him 
without fainting! His shrieks and groans were 
heard over the palace.
Alexander.Campbell was a Dominican friar, 
who stood bylimd assailed the Scottish martyr,
Patrick Hamilton. After the martyr was in the ! sc'encc and denied his God, seemed to be forsaken
flames, anil themowder, having exploded, and se 
verely scorchedhis bands and hisface,this impious 
man cried out incessantly to him, “Repent here­
tic ! Call on our lady, and say “ Hail Mary!” The 
martyr meekly replied, “Depart from me thou 
messenger of Satan, and trouble not my last mo­
ments: But, as lie still uttered with great vehe­
mence, “Pray to our Lady, “say, Hail Mary!” 
thd martyr turned his eyes on him and said, “O 
thou vilest of men! thou knowest in thy con­
science, that these doctrines which thou condemn- 
est are true, and this thou didst confess to me in se­
cret. I cite to answer for this at the judgment 
Buchanan and Knox add, that theseat of Christ
trial in a short time became distracted, and died broken sentences of prayer, intermingled with 
in t 6 ravings of despair!—Scot's ICorthies. blasphemies and profane swearing. What a con-
Joiin NtsBET,a lawyer of Glasgow, was a mock­
er of piety, and a drunkard. In 1681, when the 
mar tyr, the Rev. Donald Cargill, was being carried 
to the scene of his sufferings for Christ's cause and 
the crown, this man cruelly insulted him in public. 
As the martyr stood in chains, he said to him, “Mr. 
Donald, [Mr,Cargiil,whom he thus addressed, was
an aged nan, his hair as white as snow; he 
been lon^the eloquent minister of the high church 
of Glasgiw, loved and revered by all good men,] 
“Mr. Doiald will you give utf one word morel? & 
luding in mockery to a familiar phrase which this 
eminent nan of God frequently used in summing 
up his di,courses. The martyr turned his eyes 
in tears o sorrow and regret on him, and said to 
him in tint deep and solemn tone, so peculiar to 
him, “Mock not, lest your bands be made strong’” 
He addec, after a solemn pause, “ That day is 
coming w'ien you shall not have one word to say, 
though yoi would 1” The historian Wodrowaddj,
“ Not mary days after this the Lord was pleased to 
lay his hard on that bad man. At Glasgow, where 
he lived, le fell suddenly ill, and for three days 
his tongui swelled, and though he seemed very 
earnest tespeak, yet he could not command one 
word, endhe diedin great torment and seeming ) 
terror.” This faithful historian, who published his 
great worl in folio, “ The history of the sufferings 
ot the chireh,” &c. in the year 1722, has added 
these worts: “ Some yet alive know the truth of this 
passage.”—Vol. iii. p. 279, 8vo edit.
Hobbes after spreading atheism among some 
of the first men of the nation, and corrupting the 
youth, said with horror in his last moments, “/am 
taking a fearful leap in the dark!”
Voltare died amid the impious adulations of 
France, oieof the most miserable of human beings 
inthis word, smitten by the visible stroke of the Al­
mighty, eying out in the horrors of despair on 
the name »f Christ at one time; and at another, 
on the names of his associates and admirers, whom 
he execrated, and cursed as the cause of his ruin 
and abandonment of heaven!—Wilson's Evidences 
of Christiaiity.
David Hume died as a philosopher dies,” said 
Dr. Smith n his memoir. But he and Laurench 
Sterne an among the few instances of men who 
died as the fool dieth; or affected to do'so.
puerile attenpts at wit,in fabricating dialogues^- 
tween himsdf and thefictitious Charon. The lat­
ter, “the clerical buffoon,” as Simpson calls him,
vv lldl Itc C3.Ua© ’V'vHp VUVUUl9UtUlC») pci-
ceiving dcatV to make his,advances upward, affect­
ed to he witty; raising himself up in his bed, he 
is said, either in real or pretended rage, to have
ly respectable woman, has detailed the dreadful se­
cret, and expressed her fervent desire ne-er to wit­
ness such another horrible death-bed scene.* 
Thomas Paine was another who, as soi>.e yet 
alive in the city of New-York, know, yielded up 
his troubled spirit in a tempest of agony and de;. 
pair; alternately uttering fearful execrations, and 
calling on the insulted name of Jesus Christ!
Francis Spira, a Venetian lawyer of the I6th 
century who had deliberately violated his con-
of his Maker and given up to the horrors of des­
pair; his body was wasted away to a skeleton, 
while an unquenchable fire consumed his so-ul!
[The examples, of Thomas Scott, counsellor 
of James V. »f Scotland; Cardinal Mazarine; 
Charles IX. king of France; Lord P----- ; Wil­
liam Pope of Bolton, and the Duke of Rothes are 
here omitted.J
Wm Emmerson was,in his day,an eminent math- 
ematician and scholar; but being an infidel, the 
fruits of it were profaneness, vice, and drunken­
ness. In his last days he exhibited a painful spec­
tacle. In his paroxysms of the stone he would 
crawl on his hands and knees, uttering at times
trast between his death and that of Sir Isaac New­
ton, who died of the same painful disease! In the 
severest paroxysms, which even forced large drop! 
of sweat that ran down his face, Sirlsaac never
* See Professor Silliinan’s Journal iu Europe, and aeveral 
recent statement*.
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uttered a complaint, or showed the lejst impa­
tience If
“These examples,” as one observes, “jive little 
encouragement to apy person who has a proper 
concern for his own welfare, to embark ii the athe­
istic or the deistic schemes. In those caies whe- e 
conscience is awake, the miserable mat is filled 
with anguish, and -overwhelmed with apazernent 
and inexpressible horror! and in those where con­
science seems asleep, there appears notb'ng envia­
ble in his situation—even upon his own supposition 
that there is no after-reckoning. If t<j die like 
an ass be a privilege, I give him joy of it. Let him 
reap the benefit of it! But “let me die tic death of 
the righteous, and let my last end be like hs!"
We now turn to contemplate the 
scenes of some of the noble army of ma 




horsemenfather! the chariots.of Israel and the 
thereof!”—and while we look upon thefn as they 
gO up, may the spirit that rested on them de­
scend and rest upon us!
We shall place at the head of than ail, tiie 
Prince of martyrs—the Lord Jesi;s Christ; 
for while we do, by faith, lopkto him is our great 
High Priest, who, by his sufferings on the cross, 
made a perfect atonement and satisfaction to di­
vine justice for us, we must not fail to ook at hhu 
as a martyr to the truth—a perfect example for 
imitation in ail ages. In his agonies in (he garden, 
while wrestling with the powers of darkness and 
anticipating the more awful agonies of the cross, 
he cried out, “O, my father, if it be possible, let 
this cup pass from me! Nevertheless,not my wili 
but thine be done!” lie was not afraid—not un­
willing to die for us; but, O let us remimber what 
his soul and body were then enduring under the 
guilt of sinners! His holy soul did shudder at 
the prospect; and it did set us moreovpr an exam­
ple of willingness to be spared as to o»r lives, and 
also of willingness to suffer and die whenever God’s 
will should require it. O what dignity! what sub­
mission! what self-possession! what meekness did 
the Prince of martyrs uniformly display! “ He 
was led as a lamb to the slaughter, ard as a sheep 
before her shearers is dumb, so he opened not bis 
mouth1.” “The cup which my FiiiJmr glveth me, 
shall I not drink it?” l ooking in the infinitude of 
his benevolence upo,F his bloody persecutors, he 
set before us the <$reat and divine model of for 
giveness of our enemies—“Lather forgive 
them; for ti/ey know not wiiat they do! 
And then, knowing all things to be accomplished, 
he meekly hewed his head, as he cried with aloud 
voice “It-s finished!” and gave up his spirit. 
jf Socrates died as a hero, JlsUs Christ died as 
a God1
Let us now turn to fhe -noble band of martyrs 
and confessors, who have been imitators of God, 
as dear children.
The martyr Stephen wa3 stoned to death while 
calling upon God and saying, “ Lord Jesus receive 
my spirit!” And he kneeled down and cried with a 
loud Voice, “Lord, lay not this sin to their charge!” 
and when he had said this, he fell asleep.
The Apostle Paul in prospect of his martyrdom, 
thus expressed himself: “I am ready now to be 
offered, and the time of my departure is at hand.■! 
I have fought a good fight; have finished my; 
course; I have kept the faith .-—henceforth there is , 
laid up for me a crown of righteousness, which j 
the righteous Judge shall gi /e me at that day? (
Ignatius, who succeeded the ApOstJe Peter in [ 
the Church of Antioch, after faithfully preaching I 
the'Gospel and winning many souls to Christ,-seal- j 
ed the truth with his blood. By the edict of the I 
emperor Trajan lie was carried from Antioch to i 
the city of Rome. Through ail places whither i 
he was conducted, he ceased not to exhort and j 
animate all Christians; he was continually breath­
ing out ardent desires for the crown of martyrdom, 
repeating, “My Love was crucified for me! ’ In 
the amphitheatre of Rome he was thrown to the 
hungry lions, and devoured by them as lie com­
mended his departing soul to Christ.
f It affords pleasure to find that Dr. Hales in his work on 
“ Faith and the Holy Trinity,” has vindicated Sir Isaac Newton 
from the calumnious charge of being a Socinian, or Arian. 
See vol. ii. pp. 139 190. Note,
Polycarp, bishop of Smyrna was a devoted (scepticism; for Hume now i. . , , T > tt . ■ ----- applied himself with ur>
imms er of the Lord. He suffered martyrdom in i wearied, and, unhappily, with successful efforts to 
the ninety-fifth year of his age. When he was (sap the foundation of his mother’s faith. Having 
brought to the bar, the proconsul said, “ Repent; i succeeded in this dreadful work, he went abroad 
reproach vour Christ, and 1 will release you. ’ j into foreign countries; and as he was returning, 
‘Liese fourscore and six years, cried Polycarp, an express met him in London, with a letter front 
“I have been his faithful follower and minister, < his mother, informing him that she was in a decline 
never did he use me unkindly: how then can 1 and could not long survive; she said she found 
blaspheme my King and Saviour!” “ Repent; j herself without any support in her distress; that 
sweai by the genius of tne emperoi, and offer in- he had taiten away that source of comfort upon 
cense; cried the Roman. “No, no,”said the mar- ; which in all cases of affliction, he used to rely, and 
tyr; “ I arn a Christian—and cannot do it?” “ Ab- | that she now' found her mind sinking into despair;
she did not doubt that her son would afford her 
some substitute for her religion; and she con­
jured h im to hasten to her, or at least to send her 
a letter, containing such consolation as philosophy' 
can afford to a dying mortal. Hume was over-
jure Christianity, or you shall be thrown to the 
wild beasts!" “Let them come on,” cried Poly­
carp ; “ we Christians are not accustomed to change 
from better to tvorse but from bad to belter.” “ You 
shall be burned alive,” said the proconsul. Poly­
carp fixed his eyes on him, and replied, “ Y our ! w'helmed. with anguish on receiving this letter, and 
fire wili be spent in at\ hour .... but that which is | Hastened to Scotland, travelling day and night; 
reserved lor sinners is eternal! 1 liese were hi.-, - but before he arrived, his mother.expired.” 
last words: “O God of angels, and power, and all j No permanent impression seems, however, to 
creatures, and of all the just, that live in tay sight, (have been made on his mind by this most trying 
blessed be thou that hast made me worthy to see (event; and whatever remorse lie might-have’ felt 
this day and hour—that hast made me a partaker! at the moment, he soon relapsed into his wonted 
among thy holy martyrs! O grant that this day 1 obduracy of heart.—Sillimaris Travels in Eng. 
may be presented before thee among thy saints, a I A story like this requires no comment. Thus 
rich and acceptable sacrifice, according to thy | it is that lalse philosophy restores the sting to death 
wili! O Lord, I adore thee for all thy mercies; I and gives again the victory to the grave I
bless thee, I glorify thee; through thy on!y-be 
gotten Son, the eternal High Priest, Christ Jesus 
through whom, in the unity of the Holy Ghost, 
to thee be glory now and forever more!” and as 
he cried aloud “Amen,” the fire was kindled, and 
he died in peace with constancy and courage!
The famous Augustine, after a life of devotion 
to the service of God, longed to depart and be 
with Christ. “ O Lord shall I die at all ? .... shall 
I die at all ?....“ Yes.” “Why then, O Lord if 
ever—why not now? O? why not now? But 
thy will be done. Come Lord Jesus!”—Brooks' 
Apples of Gold.
There is an affecting resemblance between the 
last words of good old Simeon in the temple, who 
took the infant Saviour in his arms, and those of 
that holy man Hilary, the bishop of Poictiers, 
(A. D. 355,) the following laborer of Athanasius: 
in defence of the truth, Simeon exclaimed, “ Now, 
Lord, lettesfc thou thy servant depart in peace, ac­
cording to thy word;' for mine eyes have seen thy 
salvation.” The venerable Hilary, in his last mo­
ments, thus addressed his soul: “Soul, thou hast 
served Christ these seventy years; and .art thou 
afraid to die? Go out, soul, go out.”—Brooks.
John Huss, the Bohemian martyr, was burned 
alive in A. D. 1415. When he came to the place 
of execution he threw himself on his knees and 
sung a psalm; looking steadfastly up to heaven, he 
uttered this prayer:.“ Into thy hands, O Lord, I 
commit my spirit. Thou has redeemed me, O most 
good and faithful God! Lord Jesus Christ, assist 
me, that with a firm and present mind, by the most 
powerful grace, I may undergo this most cruel 
death, to which I am condemned for preaching thy 
most holy Gospel. Amen.” When the chain was 
placed on his neck, he exclaimed with a smile, 
“Welcome this chain, for Christ’s sake! As the 
faggots were piled up to his neck, the Duke of 
Bavaria in a brutal manner called on him to ab­
jure and submit! “No, no,” cried the martyr; 
“I take God to witness I preached none but 
his own pure doctrines; and what I taught I 
am ready to seal with my blood! The fire being 
kindled, Huss sung a hymn with a loud voice, 
which was heard above ail the crackling and rear­
ing of the flames. Having finished the hymn, he 
cried with aloud voice, “Lord Jesus, thou Son 
of the living God, have mercy on me!” and as he 
uttered this he sunk down in the flames and ex­
pired !
DAVID HUME AND IIIS MOTHER. 
“IJume, the historian, received a religious edu- j 
cation from his mother, and early in life was the j 
subject of strong and hopeful religious impressions; - 
but as he approached manhood, they were effaced, j 
and confirmed infidelity succeeded. Maternal par- | 
tiality, however, alarmed at first, came at length i
to look with less and less pain upon this deelen 
sion, and filial love and reverence seemed to ( of a case of a female murderer, who was hanged in 
have been absorbed in the pride of philosophical Edinburgh many years ago, and whose name was
Franklin is sometimes, though erroneously, classed with the 
false philosophers referred to in the above article. The fol­
lowing, from the editor of the Pittsburg Friend, leaves a dif­
ferent impression:— Churchman.
“ Another principle which Franklin adopted for 
the regulation of his life, and on which he acted 
systematically all his days, was to make it a pri­
mary object in his pursuits of every kind, to be 
useful to his generation. He was not one of those 
who hold the detestable doctrine, that every man 
should live only for himself, and has a right to fol­
low any business that may be adapted to promote 
bis own interest, however injurious to the commu­
nity of which he is a member; on the contrary he 
laid it down as a maxim, that no pursuit can be 
honorable that is not advantageous to society at 
large, and he acted as one who measured the val­
ue of his life by the usefulness of it to others 
rather than its being subservient to his own pri­
vate gain. He held the opinion, that the true way 
to consult for the happiness of our own lives, is to 
spend them as much as possible in benevolent ef­
forts to promote the happiness of others; and he 
strikingly verified the opinion in the example which 
he held out of this beautiful connexion in his own 
history. He was a doer of good on principle, and 
his benevolence found an ample reward in the be­
nign influence which it had upon his own spirit; 
for few men have possessed through life a larger 
measure of the serenity and general complacency 
of feeling that flow from the exercise of gene­
rous emotions and the power of benevolent habits. 
—He informs us, that much of the character which 
he had in this respect was owing to the circum­
stance of his having, early in life, fallen in with a 
copy of Cotton Mather's excellent little work en­
titled, Essays to do Good; which made so deep 
an impression on his mind of the importance of 
living to be useful, that he ever after considered 
it the only proper end of his existence in the 
world. “ It gave me,” he writes in his old age, 
“such a turn ofjthinking, as to have an influence 
on my conduct through life; for I have always 
set a greater value on the character of a doer of 
good, than any other kind of reputation; and if I 
have been, as you seem to think, a useful citizen, 
the public owes the advantage of it to that book.” 
—Friend.
DEATH BED REPENTANCE, 
i The following anecdote, illustrative of the uncertainty of 
i the repentance of dying criminals, are from a letter of the Rev. 
J. Campbell, to the editors of the London Evangelical Mag- 
zine.—Presbyterian.
November 10 1832.
Afr. Editor.—I have just now laid down your 
November Magazine, after reading ycur review of 
the published conversion of Cook, the murderer, 
whose case appears, from your extract, not to have 
been written with much caution. It reminded me
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Margaret Dickson. A venerable minister in that; 
city, when preaching on the doctrine of repentence, j 
and when cautioning his hearers against trusting to 
a death bed repentence, related the case of M. 
Dickson: that she was apprehended tried and con­
demned to be hanged in the Grass-Market, for 
a barbarous act of child murder. She was allow­
ed the ordinary term of six weeks to prepare lor 
her execution. During that time she was visited 
by several pious ministers, by means of whose in­
struction she appeared to be brought under deep 
conviction of her guilt before God, professed great 
contrition for it, and after being some time in a 
despairing state of mind, professed to receive great 
relief and comfort from believing the gospel; that 
“ Christ died for the ungodly; for the chief of sin­
ners.” Before her execution the ministers were 
so well satisfied of her having experienced a work 
of grace upon her heart, and having obtained like 
precious faith with themselves, that they express­
ed their expectation of meeting her in heaven.
She was taken to the place of execution and 
hanged. The day being extremely wet, and there 
being no awning to protect the magistrates from 
the rain, they ordered her to be cut down before 
the usual time, put into the coffin that had been 
prepared for her, and given to her friends, who 
had brought a cart from their home in East Lo­
thian, to carry the corpse to their own burying 
ground. There was a little country public house 
near the eleventh mile-stone into which the party 
went to have some ale, leaving the cart and coffin 
in front of the house. While enjoying their ale, 
a boy came in, under great alarm, declaring there 
was something making a noise in the coffin. All 
present hastened out to the cart, broke open the 
coffin, and to their no small surprise, found the 
corpse perfectly alive; the jolting of the cart hav­
ing restored the circulation of the blood.
Her husband and she left the part of country 
where they were known, and took up their resi­
dence in the town of Berwick upon Tweed, where 
she had several additions to their family; but, alas, 
gave no satisfactory evidence of a change of heart, 
so that all the favorable symptoms she showed, 
while under the sentence of death, were thought 
to have proceeded from the workings of natural 
conscience.
Though 1 believe that one real, believing view 
of the Lamb of God, will as effectually heal the 
maladies of the soul, as one glimpse of the brazen 
serpent heal those of the body; yet, with you, I 
think we ought to be very cautious in our asser­
tions about the safety of persons who have hard­
ly an opportunity of bringing forth the fruits of 
righteousness, or fruits meet to prove the genuine ­
ness as their repentance.
I remember the late Mr. Newtorn, of St. Mary 
Woolnoth mentioning at his own table, the death 
of a lady, A young lady who sat opposite, imme­
diately said, “O, sir, how did she die?” The 
venerable man replied, “there is a more import­
ant question than that, my dear which you should 
have asked first.” “ Sir,” said she, “ What ques­
tion can be more important than, IIo\y did she die?” 
“How did she live?” was the answer. But in 
poor Cook’s case, we cannot refer to his life; 
wherefore it is safest to leave it to the judgment of 
Him who can do nothing but what is wise, just and 
proper.
From the Standard.
Upon a time, when I was travelling at no great 
distance from home, I was overtaken by a man 
whose appearance was in some measure prepos­
sessing, and whose ready address convinced me, 
that he was not reluctant to communicate his 
thoughts. It was only a few seconds after our 
conversation commenced, that he let me know I 
how highly he had lately been gratified in hearing j 
a controversial sermon on baptism, and requested ! 
me to give him my sense of the Greek word, 
Baptizo. From this, I understood that he knew 
me; and on inquiry I found him to be one, of 
whom I had frequently heard, and whose influ­
ence was all thrown into the opposite scale to re- i 
ligion. On ascertaining who he was, I observed 
to him that there were many words in the origin­
al Scriptures more important than baptizo, and 
more interesting both to him and me. Upon this
the conversation took rathef a different turn, and 
was substantially as follows:
At first be was unwilling to be ranked among 
atheists. But on being a little pressed, he gave 
way, and without a blush took his stand on the 
mound of infidelity. He said, he had not always 
been an infidel. So far from this, he had for some 
time held a prominent office in an evangelical 
church; but was obliged to give up his office, and 
renounce his religious profession, that he might 
thus be consistent with former engagements, and 
act agreeably to the decisions of his judgment. 
He had received his first religious impressions un- 
i der powerful preaching. The preacher assured 
him of his entire ability to serve God; and that 
the measure of his accountability- was in exact 
correspondence with the degree of his ability; and, 
in his view, confuted those who represent God to 
be so unjust as to punish man for not doing the 
things which he is unable to do, without the as­
sistance of a higher power. There was, very 
soon, a change in the whole train of his feelings, 
and he concluded that he had “ got religion.” He 
joined the Church; and from his strong attach­
ment to the doctrines of his favorite preacher, he 
made the declaration, that if ever he should find 
a statement in Scripture, plainly indicating that 
man cannot perform any or all religious duties, 
without divine assistance, he would then abandon 
the inconsistent book, and leave the Church. He 
would consider it derogatory to the Deity to as­
cribe such a book to him. However, after being 
about six years in the Church, and holding office 
between four and five years, his attention was 
powerfully arrested by John vi. 44, “No man can 
come unto me, except the’. Father who hath sent 
me, draw him.” Now, said he to himself, here is 
a plain declaration that cannot be got rid of, by 
any mode of reasoning, coming, too, from the pre­
tended Saviour himself, when adapting himself to 
the capacities of an unlettered people. “I could 
as soon believe,” said he, “that the book had no 
existence, as believe that these words were not 
spoken to teach us that man has n6t ability to 
serve God, till he be assisted by divine grace. 
This,” added he, “destroyed my confidence in re­
ligion, and since that time I have been guided by 
my own mind, and have served God cm well a® I 
know how.”
He then showed me the views he had of God, 
and to what extent he reckoned himself under 
obligations to him. At length I succeeded in 
convincing him that he must be condemned by 
his own rule of judgment. I next endeavored to 
convince him further, that his great preacher was 
likely a conceited metaphysician, and needed him­
self to be instructed in the elements of the Gos­
pel ; and that he, the person with whom I was con­
versing, had likely never been at a throne of grace 
yet; that he had all along been rejecting the doc­
trine of Scripture, respecting our fallen state and 
nature; and that if he had not been under the in­
fluence of fancy and prejudice, he never would 
have had what he esteemed his religious consola­
tions. I then attempted to show him that we re­
ally arc in the helpless state, which he had been 
; taught to deny, and that the Gospel is entirely 
I adapted to our condition. Before we parted he 
1 shed tears, aud assured me he would on that day 
! commence secret, prayer on a principle very dif- 
! ferent from that on which he had ever previously 
performed it. j left the neighborhood afew weeks 
afterwards, and have not had an opportunity of 
knowing what has been his course of conduct sub- 1
sequent to this interview.
Now, Sir, was not this man awakened from his j 
slumbers by what is popularly denominated “revi- i 
val preaching ?” Is fie not a specimen of a great 
portion of what are styled revival Christians ? I j 
have reason to believe that he was deficient in 
neither gifts nor zeal, though void of that humble 
faith, which comes to the throne of grace empty- 
handed, and embraces the promises in all their 
number and extent, that the soul may be made 
willing and obedient, anti that “God may be all 
in all. Is it not to be dreaded, that if our new 
doctrine and new measure Christians were only as 
intelligent, considerate, and decided,.as this man, 
they would follow on in the same track, till they 1
arrive at the same mournful point in their pro- 
gress? A Country Pastor.
THE GROUND OF HOPE FOR IRRELIGIOUS MEN
The rimark has been justly made, and should 
never be forgotten irreligious men have no ground 
for hope -especting their future condition, unlessthey 
can prove'he Bible untrue. If it is the word of God, 
they arecertanly in a ruined condition, and this 
with no p’ospect of deliverance except in a way, 
by themsdves firmly rejected. We now address 
ourselvesto those of our readers, who have notin 
hear;, mace the Lord Jesus Christ their portion, 
who are not really penitent for their sins. Do 
you know, that remaining as you are, the onlypos- 
sibility of your final escape from endless torment 
depends ipon your finding the Christian religion 
false? Aid is this such a foundation for hope, as to 
afford you entire satisfaction in your passage to the 
grave? Jave you become assured from a full and 
candid eximination of the evidences of Christiani­
ty that tht whole is imposture? Can you adduce 
such proofs of this as ought to satisfy every hon. 
est enquirir? If so, there is some reason to hope 
for less thin entire misery after death; and yet 
there is no certainty. You have no means of as­
certaining hat, even then, your sins in this life will 
not plungeyou into a bottomless gulf of perdition. 
The existence of a hell for the wicked does not 
appear necessarily to imply any revelation respect­
ing it.
It is certain you have sinned—you know you 
have done vrong—this sin may he against your Ma­
ker, and then he may be expected to.inflict punish­
ment, possbly too more, than is received in this 
world; so that even with full proof that the Bible 
contains no truth, your condition may be inexpres­
sibly dangerous.
But you lo not profess to believe the Christian 
religion fake—perhaps you have never supposed 
it possible ft set aside its claims. If it is true, how 
terrible is tie destruction that justly awaits you! 
the Son of God offers to redeem you from the pun­
ishment of sir committed against his Almighty Fa­
ther, but yoe refuse his mediation. Nothingness 
than endless death can be your portion. We have 
a remark also for those who feel at any time a se­
cret wish, that tVa> vtAigion of Christ may not to­
nally appear truth. They wish to rob the human 
race of all its hopes. If the Bible has not opened
the way of life to man, he is irretrievably lost._
No system of religion or philosophy, save that of 
Christ, offers any sufficient encouragement for a 
single effort to escape from the misery into which 
he has fallen. That he is now in a degraded and 
miserable condition, as a general truth, cannot be 
questioned. The important query then arises, is 
deliverance from this evil possible? It is, if the 
Bible contains a revelation of truth from God, 
otherwise no single ray of light is seen to gild the 
dark future before us. Be it ever remembered, 
therefore, the man who thinks to annihilate the hell 
revealed in the Bible, would at the same time de­
stroy the only heaven yet fairly promised to the 
human race.—Episcopal' Recorder.
HOLY LIFE AND HAPPY DEATH.
f There are some things in the following letter so extraordi­
nary, that it seems proper to say that we know the author, 
and not only have entire confidence in his desire to tell the 
exact truth, but believe him to be as free as most men from 
those influences which, in a ease like this, might occasion un­
intentional inaccuracy. Ina private note )ie speaks of the 
subject of this sketch as the most remarkable woman he has 
ever known, and intimates that a memoir will probably b« 
prepared soon]—Roston Recorder.
Tuscaloosa, At*. 
Sab. Eve. Sept. 15,1833.
To the Editor of the Toston Recorder.
Dear Sir.—Though far distant I hasten to tell 
you of a scene witnessed in our church to-day, of 
to me and I doubt not to every Christian present, 
unparalleled interest. It was the day of our com­
munion, and the last of a three day’s meeting. In 
the morning, as I took my seat in church, I ob­
served Mrs. Wallis brought in, and seated near 
the pulpit stairs in a chair. She was an aged lady 
of 78. The whole of her long pilgrimage had been 
remarkable, and its triumphant close to-day, in the 
worshipping congregation was no less so.
Her grand parents were among the number who
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sought in America an asylum from religious per­
secution. To enjoy the pure worship of God, they 
tore themselves from the dearest connections, se­
cretly withdrew from every earthly possession, and 
for a passage to this sacred retreat of the church, 
bound themselves to a seven years’ servitude. 
This person is but one of the hundreds of their 
descendants, who are either now in heaven or on 
their way thither. Mrs. W. was born in the state 
of Pennsylvania and had subsequently resided in 
North Carolina, Kentucky, Tennessee, Georgia, 
and Alabama. Her parents were living Chris­
tians, and at the rising and setting of the sun met 
their household at the altar of devotion. When a 
child of nine months old, an afflictive Providence 
deprived her of an eye, since which time, if she 
had ever been out of the school of affliction, it 
had been only for short intervals. For twenty 
years she had been sulfering from pulmonary com­
plaints and for the last eight had not walked.
The severe afflictions laid upon her in early life, 
in her own language, inspired her with an awful 
fear of God, but not with love; but for more than 
threescore years, as thousands can testify, they 
had been yielding in no ordinary measure the 
peaceable fruits of righteousness. She gloried in 
tribulation, and rejoiced in her Redeemer with joy 
unspeakable and full of glory. Her faith seemed 
sometimes swallowed up in vision and her hope 
lost in fruition. The Holy Spirit had frequently 
been given to her in such abundant measure, that 
she had been constrained to say “ hold, Lord, it 
is enough.” Sometimes she had been irresistibly 
impelled to speak aloud the praises of God in pub­
lic: oftener in private and in the closet. Speak­
ing recently of the influence of divine truth upon 
the soul, she observed that the nourishment deriv- 
ed’to the soul from searching the scriptures, was 
as real and as sensible, as that derived to her bo­
dy from her daily food. I have often, she said, 
trembled under its power, my heart seeming to be 
penetrated as if literally pierced with a sword,— 
The word of God is quick and powerful, &c.—Her 
views of the beauty, holiness, power and purity of 
the Scriptures were truly edifying and delightful.
She was occasionally the subject of divine in­
fluences of a very unusual and peculiar character. 
At a recent interview she gave the following nar­
rative. uIam not a prophetess, nor the daugh­
ter of a prophetess, but I will tell you- how the 
Lord has sometimes manifested himself to me. I 
was at a meeting for preaching in a private house; 
the exercises had not yet commenced. I was me­
ditating on serious subjects, when a heavy burden 
rested upon me, and seemed to crush me down to 
the floor. I groaned aloud. My friends were 
alarmed, and asked the cause. I answered that I 
could not tell; I did not know what God was going 
to do with ine. Soon I was constrained by an in­
fluence over which I had no control, to exclaim, i 
“There is some awful iniquity soon to be disclos­
ed in our church.” A few months after, it was 
discovered, that the minister had been guilty of a 
crime which destroyed his character and usefulness 
for life. She spoke also of two other instances 
equally interesting and striking in their circumstan­
ces and results. However these things may seem 
to a stranger, no Christian acquainted, doubts that 
they were the work of the Spirit.
She had long been waiting for the time of her 
departure, and often wondered why she was con­
tinued here. Some weeks since an increase of her 
disorder led her to anticipate a speedy release, and 
when she saw herself recovering a little, with tears 
she expressed her disappointment. She was not 
however idly waiting, as the numerous letters to 
distant friends testify. Although I have just begun 
to tell you of the character of Mrs. W., and could 
not in a single letter do any thing like justice to 
it, yet I must leave it and briefly tell you of the 
closing scene alluded to above. The sermon, 
which was unusually interesting, was just closed, 
from the words, “and spake of his decease which 
he should accomplish at Jerusalem.” Luke 9: 31, 
—When Mrs. W. shouted, “Glory! Glory! Glo­
ry!” Soon after, I observed her hands partially 
raised in silent prayer, her head then gently re­
clined upon her bosom,—so gently that for some 
moments no one suspected that the shouts were 
the triumphs of the soul departing to glory. But
it was even so. Thus silently without a groan, 
without a pang, the immortal spirit had,—
“ Quit its clay, and sped its flight,
To worlds of joy, and realms of light.”
“The sweat, the groans, the dying strife”
were not there. To her the Jordan of death was 
‘but an insignificant rill which she crossed at a 
single step.’ She had prepared her heart to com- 
mune with the Saviour in his church below, and was 
thus peacefully and calmly, but, speedily translat­
ed to the church above, to enjoy a more perfect 
communion with Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, Cor­
nelius, Evarts and Payson, and all the ransomed 
of the Lord around the throne of the Lamb. With 
the sweet singer of Israel she had often said, “I 
shall be satisfied when I awake in thy likeness.” 
This morning she entered the sanctuary expecting 
here by faith to meet her Saviour; but in the 
twinkling of an eye she was transformed into his 
perfect likeness, and admitted to behold the full 
glories of the Lamb, in that temple not made with 
hands, eternal in the heavens. Sedgwick.
From the New-York Observer. 
THE PRESS IN PAGAN LANDS.
Among the glorious objects of benevolence now 
engaging public attention, no one is growing more 
rapidly in interest than the operations of the press 
in pagan and other destitute foreign lands.
A fewyears ago there were no missionaries in the 
field to prepare suitable publications; no presses to 
print them; no pecuniary means provided to keep 
presses in operation; nor was it known that access 
could be gained through the press to millions of pa­
gan minds.
Now there are laborers and presses in almost all 
the prominent kingdoms of the earth—the langua­
ges are acquired, and the circulation of the scrip­
tures commenced. Let our favored churches fur­
nish sufficient pecuniary means in season, and per- 
severingly, and no man can assign limits to the good 
which may done.
It is of the first importance that the pecunia­
ry meaus for this work should be ample, and that 
they should be furnished without delay. The sys­
tem of operations through the press, from the dis­
covery of the opening field by the missionary till 
appeals are made to the churches at home, funds 
raised and remitted, and pub/ications prepared and 
printed, and put into circulation, requires a pro­
cess of years; and involves responsilities which a 
pennyless missionary cannot assume. He cannot en­
ter into contracts and proceed on liberal scale, on 
the faith of mere resolutions and pledges; nor in 
the pressute of other duties will he go to the 
work of preparing Tracts, when it is uncertain 
whether he shall ever have means to print them. 
His wants must be in some degree anticipated, 
and funds actually placed in his hands.
At the present moment no man perhaps can do 
so much for the efficient operations of the press 
abroad, as he who actually sends into the mission­
ary’s hands, his $1,000 or $100, or even his mite, 
saying, “Take this, and use it as soon as you can, 
and to the best advantage, and by the grace of God 
new supplies shall every year be furnished. The 
object demands the united efforts of the churches. 
A few hundreds or thousands merely will not ac­
complish it.
Suppose there should now be placed in the 
hands of the laborers at foreign stations all the mo­
ney they could use for quickening the operations of 
the press, would not every missionary’s mind be 
directed to the preparation of new Tracts ? Would 
not every press be constantly at work? Would 
not the means of a wide circulation be sought— 
and more presses and more men be .obtained, if 
necessary—and an incalculable stimulus be given 
to the whole work ? If any man is to be envied for 
his power, under the blessing of God, to quicken 
the operations of the press abroad, it is the man 
who has money, and a disposition promptly to con­
secrate it. He may thus double the efficiency of 
every laborer in this cause. Io»thi,s view, we re­
joice in the effort now*making by the American 
Tract Society to remit, during their current year, 
twenty thousand dollars for foreign and' pagan lands. 
We trust this is not to be regarded aj a resolution 
merely, but as a thing to be done. After careful
consideration, their Executive committee believe 
the openings for immediate operation in Burmah 
demand $3,500; China, $2,000; Siam, $1,000; 
Ceylon, $1,800; Bombay and Orissa, $1,300; 
Sandwich Islands, $1,500; Syria, $500; Smyrna 
and Greece, $1,900; Turkey and Armenia, (in­
cluding $500 for Jews,) $2,000 ; Germany, $500; 
France, &c. $1,700; missions of Moravian Breth­
ren and aboriginese of our country, $1,000. Total 
$20,000.
In Burmah, up to the latest information, it had 
been impossible for the presses to meet the demand 
for Tracts. The Chinese is the written language, 
in the opinion of Dr. Morrison, of “ much more 
of the population of the globe,” and some of the 
ablest minds are devising the best means of quick­
ening and extending the operation of the Chinese 
press. In the Sandwich Islands, every Tract hith­
erto printed has been by many natives committed 
I to memory. There is no want of motive or en- 
I couragement. Who can doubt that God, who has 
i thus opened the way, will bless the press in bring­
ing the nations to himself?
From the Journal of Commerce,
| LOTTERIES.
To show the probability, or chance of one’s 
drawing a prize in a lottery, the following, perhaps, 
may not be deemed wholly uninteresting.
A few days since, a young man, whom I will de­
signate as Mr. H., in company with a gentleman 
more advanced in life, expressed his determination 
to try his luck in a scheme which was to be drawn 
in this city that afternoon. Highest prize ten thou­
sand dollars. The latter, on hearing this, inquir­
ed of the former, if he were in the habit of pur­
chasing lottery tickets, who replied he was. “ What 
amount, then, do you usually hazard, on an aver­
age?" “About ten dollars per week. Well, sir, 
said the gentleman, I entertain a very poor opin­
ion of the Lottery business, and am opposed to it 
from principle; still, I will make you a proposition; 
put ten dollars into my hands, the sum you proba­
bly intend expending, before the drawing, which 
you say takes place in this city this afternoon, and 
I will allow you to select the numbers, contained 
on any ten tickets, (making them cost you each,
1 one dollar whereas the scheme price is $3) and I 
will pledge myself, though it may take half that 1 
am worth, to pay you the amount more or less, to 
which they may be entitled. The offer was ac­
cepted. Mark the issue. One number only out 
of the whole list was found to have been drawn 
out of the wheel, and that entitled, discount off, 
to only $2 55, leaving to the insurer a net profit of 
$7 45. Yet young men will buy lottery tickets.
Veritas.
WHY COULI> THEY NOT SELL WHISKEY?
; From the last number of the Western Recorder, 
we learn that the following occurrence took place 
! in the city of Utica. It is one of those facts, which 
; speak well for the temperance cause, and proclaim 
its triumphs. Let the community every where 
frown on the traffic of ardent spirit as a powerful 
instrument of corruption and ruin; and soon there 
will be found noperson of respectability, who will 
have hardihood enough to buy or purchase this 
liquid death.
“We learn that a few days since, a considerable 
quantity of whiskey was offered for sale at auction 
in this city. Due pains were taken of course, to 
induce purchasers to be present. But it was not, 
for some reason, convenient for many to attend— 
After great effort, one barrel of the “good crea­
ture” was bid off, though at a price so low that 
the seller was glad to buy it back again. And 
then ended the sale, no farther purchasers appear­
ing. Dots the reader ask, Why was it so? Is 
there an end to its consumption? By no means. 
The whiskey would have sold well enough “down 
cellar,” or in some dark place; but in the streets, 
in open day light! who would be seen buying whis­
key then? Nobody who had money enough to buy 
a whole barrel.—Roch. Obs.
If you pray, but cannot, and so are discouraged; 
see Christ praying for you, and using his interest 
with the Father for you.—Wilcox.
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EWSCOPAI. VISITATION.
November 5. Tuesday, Newark, at night.
“ (>, Wednesday, Columbus,* do
“ 7, Thursday, Springfield, do





“ 11, Alonday, Troy.
k 13 f To be disposed of according to eircum-








« 21, Thursday, 1 . .
« 22, Friday, ]. Cincinnati.
“ 23, Saturday, 1
“ 24, Sunday, J
« 26, Tuesday, Portsmouth,* at night.
“ 29, Thursday, Alarietta.
December 1, Sunday, Steubenville-
' « 2, Alonday, Springfield.
3, T uesday, Ooss-Creek.
“ 5, Thursday, • St. Clairsville.
“ 6, Friday, Morristown.
“ 8, Sunday^ Zanesville.
« 9, Alonday, Rocky Fork, at night.
* The Bishop expecting to visit Columbus soon again for 
the consecration of the Church in that place, will stop there 
on the present visitation merely to preach on the evening above 
mentioned.
• The above note is applicable also to Portsmouth.
Church in Ohio.—We have received some further notices 
of the late visitation of Bishop McIlvaini:. The following, 
concerning one or two feeble parishes which lie visited, will 
doubtless be interesting to our readers. “
October 1.—Consecrated Christ Church, Windsor, Ashta­
bula county, Ohio—a very neat and well finished edifice,, erect­
ed by very strenuous and persevering effort on the part of a 
congregation which has been sustained almost exclusively by 
lay-reading. It stands in a lot, which, for the purpose of 
giving the building room, has just been cleared of the native 
forest, except the stumps of its old and venerable inhabitants. 
So near docs the border of the remaining wilderness still 
stand to the walls of this interesting sanctuary, that the Bi- 
shop, while walking after the consecration at the side of the 
Church, was near being crushed by the limbs of a tall maple 
which under the force of a sudden flaw of wind in its top, was 
prostrated, without the least notice, at his side.
October 3.—Consecrated St. James’ Church, Batavia, a be­
coming edifice, rather smaller than the other—hut sufficient 
for the present flock. This Church, like that at Windsor, has 
been erected without any ministry other than that of a few 
very scattered services from passing clergymen. The congre­
gation, from its organization to the present time, has depended, 
and been obliged to depend, on lay-reading. The members 
seem to be remarkably afTuctioiiate and harmonious—animated 
by a strong desire for the promotion of the best interests of 
the congregation. Herc> as well as at Windsor, a diligent 
and faithful Parish minister would have a most encouraging
field and would be most affectionately welcomed.__The two
parishes could be advantageously united under one Pastor and 
would soon grow, by a good ministry, into beauty and strength.
The whole neighborhood is a missionary field__ Many points,
within convenient reach, would soon yield an increase to oc­
casional efforts on the part of a faithful Pastor at Windsor and 
Batavia.
At the latter, the Bishop spent two days; on the first of 
which, he preached in the morning on thc ettentM demtnlx ()f 
the Christian character, as a preparative to the ordinance of 
Confirmation. In the afternoon, he met by appointment, the 
candidates for confirmation, examined, instructed, exhorted 
and prayed with them; immediately afterwards, he met by 
appointment, the Vestry and Communicants, instructed the 
former in their appropriate duties, and exhorted the latter to 
holiness of life and acal for all good works as the only wav to 
adorn religion and the best way to answer Surrounding pr’eiu 
dices against their Church. After praving with all die Bi 
shop proceeded with them to the Church, and preached on the 
duty of public, family and private prayer. The next inorn 
mg, after thc consecration of the Church, the Bishop gave a 
brief history of forms of prayer and of our own in particular, 
and then proposed and answered questions relative to the 
meaning, reasons and uses of thc Liturgy. Fifteen persons I
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were then confirmed? a’l of whom, it is believed, subsequently 
came to the communion—The latter ordinance was adminis­
tered in the afternoon to about fifty Communicants, after a 
discourse on the spirit of an acceptable guest at that table, by the 
Bishop. Service being ended, the Vestry was convened for 
the purpose of receiving some final instructions from their 
Diocesan.
Who will go In the spirit of one that minds not high things 
and can take pleasure in these two plain, country parishes, 
where there is no village, but'plenty of work and of want 
and of desire and of prospects of usefulness? Who will go? 
He must be a missionary having a thorough spirit of devout 
love to Christ and zeal for the salvation of souls.
aTSLISHOUS IwrBT!I.I»335TO’S.
Origination__ At Salem, Massachusetts, on Sunday, Sep­
tember 29, Mr. George W. Cole, of Saco, Maine, was admit­
ted by the I<t. liev. Bishop Griswold, to the order of Dea­
cons.’ The candidate was presented by the Rev. Mr. Baury, 
of Newton, Massachusetts. Sermon by Bishop Griswold— 
Episcopal Recorder.
Clerical Chances.—The Rev. Herman Hooker has re­
signed the Rectorship of St. John’s Church, Troy, N. Y., 
and the Rev. Henry R. Judah, late of Bridgeport, Connec­
ticut, has accepted a call to the same.—ib.
New Churches in Virginia.—We are gratified to per­
ceive indications of great improvement in the state of the 
Church in Virginia. The additions to its communion within 
a few years past, have been numerous and valuable. Old con­
gregations have been revived, and new ones formed; some in 
situations where the Church had been forgotten, and others 
where it had never been known. The venerable edifices in 
which former generations worshipped, have, in many instan 
ces, been repaired, and a large number of new Churches are 
erecting. Among those now building, or about to be built, 
are the Churches at Orange, Madison, Spotsylvania, and Rich­
mond Court-houses, and three in Caroline county,—one of 
which is at the Bowling Green, another at Port Royal, and 
the third about eight miles south of Fredericksburg. South 
Farnham Church in Richmond County, a large and well built 
edifice, erected before the Revolution, is about to be repaired 
and fitted up for public worship.—ib.
The Church of the Epiphany__ The Vestry of this new
Church have purchased the large and beautiful lot, on the N. 
W. corner of Chesmit and Schuylkill Eighth Streets, as a 
scite for their Church, and design to proceed immediately in 
the erection of their building. The Rev. Dr. Tyng has ac­
cepted the invitation which has been given him from this 
Church. The prospect is one, upon which the congregation 
of the Church and the friends of religion may be congratula­
ted. We trust that by God’s blessing, a large congregation 
may be collected in that increasing and flourishing section of 
the city.—Epis. Rcc.
Bristol Collegiate Institution__ This .important school
was opened on the 2d of October, according to -previous no­
tice. There have been admitted into the College classes, near­
ly 29, and into the other departments about 30 students. The 
Faculty of the College are all present hut one, who is to be 
shortly at his post. There are here collected fifty young men, 
generally speaking between the ages of 17 and 25, the most 
of whom are preparing themselves to preach the glorious Gos­
pel of Christ. The?. •• ho are needy, are on the scholarships 
of the Episcopal Education Society, under whose auspices and 
efforts this valuable Institution lias been established. The 
farm, nearly 400 acres, is now yielding its large crops. The 
buildings have been thoroughly and beautifully prepared for 
the accommodation of the officers and students, and a work­
shop three stories high has been erected. And although more 
than double the number of students who were expected, have 
presented themselves to enjoy the benefits of the Institution, 
they find themselves well provided. The Society has built a 
wharf or) the farm, at which one of the lines of steamboats to 
New-Aork will land; of which arrangement, due notice will 
he given to the friends of the Institution. How happy is it 
that this all-important effort has been so well consummated! 
How gratifying to the liberal friends of the cause, that they 
have contributed to bring it thus forward! $50,000 would 
he an inadequate compensation for that which lias cost little 
more than $20,000. Nothing could be a compensation, when 
the whole plan is considered, and the stable and permanent 
foundation on which its prospects are now placed. There 
wants now a Library and Philosophical apparatus, and the 
annual support of the plans of the Society, by the friends of 
religion and the Church.—Episcopal Recorder.
1 he Bible among Mahomedans.—The Rev. Air. Bow- 
ey, one of the Church Missionaries stationed at Chunar, in 
ndia, who has been indefatigable in liis exertions to promote 
t ic circulation of the Scriptures, relates the following inter­
esting anecdote in a recent letter:
On leaving Ludknow, I left a case of books with a respecta- 
i e native gentleman, to be sold or to be given gratis, as he 
saw fit. 1 his person was introduced to me by Moulawee 
lyder Allee, the native Christian whom I had baptized last 
/TnS^Jas.at Chunar; and, by the way, 1 beg to say that he 
(the .Moulawee) v/as chiefly won ovei to Christianity from 
perusing the trail stations. I met with him in my visit the 
year jefore at Caw npore. The person to whom the Scrip­
tures were entrusted attended at my lodgings daily,' both in 
private and at oui- Hindoostanee worship every evening, and 
very much solicited baptism, together -with his wife, with whom
I had much conversation; but 1 deferred it in hopes of doing 
it at Cawnpore, where he has a mother, a brother, and a sis­
ter, that they also might be drawn by the cord of the woid 
and by natural affection. This case of books was subsequent, 
ly distributed to the best advantage, as is proved from the nu- 
merous letters I have been favored with, since my return to 
Chunar, from several respectable learned Mahomedans in high 
stations, soliciting baptism, particularly stating that they were 
receiving daily instructions from the New Testament tinder 
the Moulawee, and in all their communications acknowledg-' 
ing their hope of salvation in the ‘Crucified Lord; aud on the 
Moulawee being called away, a p.acket of letters was received, 
strongly remonstrating against the measure.
Protestant Church in France—-Conversions are fre­
quently occurring from Popery to Protestantism. The fol­
lowing is a recent and remarkable illustration. The town of 
Malaucene, in the department of Vaucluse, which is con­
nected with Avignon, where formerly dwelt the popes, from 
Clement V. to Gregory IX., has always been under the most 
bigoted dominion of the Roman Catholic priesthood. Lately, 
however, some Bibles have penetrated the place, and the peru­
sal of them has been conspicuously attended by the blessing 
of God. M. Rerious, a pious Protestant minister, hearing 
that some of the people were assiduously studying the Bible, 
and were even preparing to throw off the yoke of popery, re­
paired to the place, and lias been laboring diligently among 
them in preaching the doctrines of salvation. The attendance 
at his discourses lias aready increased from twenty to two 
hundred; thirty heads of families have sent hi a declaration 
to the mayor, that they are determined to live and die Protes­
tants; and have demanded the protection of the laws as a 
religious body. M. Renous describes his discourses as being 
interrupted with the frequent exclamation of his astonished 
and delighted auditors; contrasting the blessedness of simple 
Christian truth, and the offer of free pardon througn the blood 
of the Saviour, with the follies and penances to which they had 
been acustomed to.—Edin. Chris. Inst.
Letter fr-om Smyrna.—We are indebted to a gentleman' 
in this city for the following extract of a letter received by 
him from the Rev. William G. Schauffler, one of our missiona­
ries in Turkey, The letter is dated Smyrna, August 1st.
“I am now here looking about for houses for Messrs. Tem­
ple and Hallock, and for a magazine built of stone for our 
presses, and it is no easy thing to find accommodations which 
promise at all to prove Convenient and acceptable. I left Con­
stantinople on the 5th of this month, on board of the brig 
Elizabeth, Capt. Jones, and after a tedious passage of almost 
nine days, arrived here, where I was received very hospitably 
by Air. Brewer. Since that I have, besides searching for 
houses and magazines, made the acquaintance of Mr. Lewis, 
the Jewish missionary here. I have seen his asylum for in­
quirers after Christianity, and his medical dispensary, where 
the poor of all denominations may come and receive gratuit­
ous medical advice, and medicines, I think I have learned 
some useful lessons here. I have seen some Jewish families to 
and fro, some Turks, &c., and ever since my arrival Air. Bew- 
er lias given me the privilege to preach to his little flock every 
Sunday afternoon.
Aly letters, from Constantinople give me the pleasant intel­
ligence that all are well there. Mr. Goodell and Mr. Dwight 
ate on a tour around the Alarmora sea,—a tour by water. I 
hope much good may he done by that little excursion, besides 
its tendency to fit-them for another winter’s confinement. On 
account ot the inconveniences of our residence at Ortakoy, 
Air. G. and Mr. D. have taken houses, the former at Galata, 
the latter, (with whom I expect to live,) at Pera, but so as to 
be sufficiently near together'. On returning to Constantino­
ple I hope to find them in their new dwellings.' When I left 
Constantinople, there were some appearances of the plague 
there, but they seem since to have subsided, aud all is safe in 
that respect.
Here every thing is safe. You have probably heard before 
this, that the Russians have removed their fleet and army from 
Constantinople, and thc English and French fleets had cleared 
the Dardanelles still earlier. But “there is no peace to the 
wicked.” This country goes down with the irresistible power 
of a rushing mountain. This people seem to have no other 
power left save that of gravitation; to the bottom they will go, 
and none shall rescue them'. But while no human arm seems 
to be able to save them from political ruin, the arm of God 
can, and we hope will, save them from the ruin of the soul. 
Aud our conviction here is, thdt there is already visible a 
dawning upon their minds, a longing for something better, in 
which a preparation for the reception of the truth is easily 
discernible. The other day I visited some Turks here, in 
company with Mr. Brewer and Mr. Jetter. With one of 
them the conversation was entirely on religious subjects, lie 
began, soon after w.e were seated, by making inquiries about 
the coming of Christ to judgment; he talked about pictures 
and images, about the manner in which (rod could forgive sin, 
&c. Thus much for a specimen. If schools should ere long 
lie established among the Turks, I should not be much sur­
prise 1. Among the Jews, we may say it looks more discou­
raging than any where else, though even here there is much 
to invite, and, as for myself, I am as satisfied as ever I was, 
that time and effort are not lost upon this poor perishing na­
tion. Let us go on laboring and praying, and their time will 
come too—yea, it. is coming, it will not tarry much longer, if 
we mind our work.—New- York Observer.”
The Rev. David Abeel.—The Rev. Mr. Abeel, Ameri­
can Missionary to Cochin China, has sailed from Singapore, 
in the British ship Cambridge, for London; and he will pro­
bably return to the United States during the Autumn. We 
regret to learn that he is in ill health__ Presbyterian.
Messrs. W right and Spaulding, (Alethodists,) are about to 
embark as missionaries to Libeiia.
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Marriage or Catholic Priests in France—The ques­
tion of the right of Catholic Priests to contract matrimonial 
engagements in France is about to be tried in a way which 
will probably set it at rest. Mr. Leloup, a priest of the new­
ly established French Catholic Church, lias made application 
to the mayor of tiis arrondissement that his bans of marriage 
may be published in the usual way. The mayor has required 
time to consider the application, and take legal advice. As it 
Las been already settled in France that the marriage of a priest 
is valid, because there is no law in the civil code, that foi bids 
it, the mayor will probably do as he has been requested, and 
the marriage may take place. But should the mayor refuse 
to publish the bans, M.' Leloup intends to bring the matter 
before a Court of law. It is to be remarked, however, that 
M. Leloup, though originally a Catholic priest, now belongs 
to the new sect, which do not acknowledge the laws of the 
Roman Church. But the effect in the course of a few years, 
will be to convert the greater part of the Catholic Priests and 
Catholic Christians in France to the faith adopted by the new 
sect, whose followers have been greatly increasing in numbers 
for some time past. The “French Catholic” religion will be­
come the religion of the country, and the small remnant of 
the Pope’s authority which exists at present will be made to 
disappear as completely as the progress of reformation has 
made it to disappear in Great Britain.
The Mother__ Bishop Doane, in his sermon on the death
of Rev. Dr. Wharton, says of him, “He is to be added, on 
his own testimony, to the host of great and good men who 
have owed their greatness and their goodness, under God, to 
a mother’s precepts, piety, and prayers. ‘Many of her pa­
rental precepts and tender caresses,’ he says, in a little sketch 
of his first fifteen years, “are still fresh in my memory, and 
frequently present her dear image to my mind.’ ”
Until 85 years of age, “he was accustomed to speak of those 
benefits with the fervor and susceptibility of youth.”—Sun­
day School Journal.
Payment for Past Years.—On the occasion of a late 
sermon for an English missionary society, an excellent illus­
tration was given of the admonition to redeem the time. An 
individual put £23 into the plate as payment for a debt due 
to the society for not having subscribed 23 years ago.—ib.
Sunday-school Books for France—The Managers of 
the American Sunday School Union lately adopted the fol­
lowing resolution:
“ Resolved,—That the corresponding secretary be directed to 
remit to the friends of Sunday-schools in Paris, through the 
Rev. F. S. Mines, of Havre, the sum of five hundred dollars, 
towards defraying the expenses of translating and publishing, 
in the French language, the hooks of the American Sunday 
School Union; and in case the friends of Sunday-schools in 
France organize a Sunday-school Association on the princi­
ples of the American Sunday School Union, there shall be 
placed at the disposal of such association the further sum of 
five hundred dollars for the same object.”—S'. N. Jour.
Sects in Massachusetts.—In a letter addressed not long 
since by the Secretary of the General Association of this State 
to the Secretary of the General Congregational Union in 
London, it was stated that there are, in the 300 towns of Mas­
sachusetts, about 750 religious societies of every description. 
Of this number 406 are Congregational, 187 Baptist, 60 Me­
thodist, 36 Universalist, 31 Episcopal, 17 Friends, 8 Presby­
terians, 4- Roman Catholic, 21 Swedenborgians, 2 Shakers.— 
Of the Congregational, 350 are said to be Trinitarian and 56 
Unitarian.— lioston Merc. Journal.
Colonization Intelligence.—We learn from the Baltimore 
American, that the Commissioners appointed under the act 
of the State of Maryland for the colonization of the free peo­
ple of color of that State on the coasts of Africa, have fixed, 
on Cape Palmas, (and not Grand Bassa, as we had under­
stood,) as the location of emigrants from that State. This is 
rather to he rejoiced at, than regretted; for Grand Bassa has 
in the meantime been occupied by a swarm from the Liberian 
hive, and this settlement will extend still further the barrier 
against the infamous inroads of the slave dealer, and is an ad­
ditional link to the chain, wmeh we trust shall ere long stretch 
like a chevaux de frieze upon the entire coast of Africa, and 
exclude forever that abominable traffic.—N. Y. Com. Adv.
Great Colonization Meeting in New- York.—We stop our 
press to insert the pleasing intelligence of a great Coloniza­
tion Meeting.held in New-York on Wednesday evening last, 
at Masonic Hall. A vdst concourse'werc present: his honor 
the Mayor presided. Chancellor Walworth was one of the 
Vice Presidents. The meeting was powerfully addressed by 
several gentlemen. Among those offering motions and sup­
porting them, we find Chancellor Walworth, D. B. Ogden, 
Hugh Maxwell, T. Frelinghuysen, John Duer, J. Bolton, 
Samuel Ward, and D. Perrit, Esqrs.; President Duer of Co­
lumbia College, and Rev. Dr. Hawkes and Dr. McCartee. 
Resolutions expressive of the importance of the Colonization 
cause, and the value of the settlement at Liberia were unani­
mously passed. It was resolved to raise $20,000 for the pur­
poses of Colonization, and the establishment of a nt w settle­
ment to be called New-York. $3,100 were subscrih ed. We 
are happy to see so early the influence of the meetii lg in this 
city.—Albany Jour. §• Telegraph, Oct. 12.
Mr. Catlin's Paintings.—This gentleman has col isented to 
arrange his paintings of individual Indians, and Indi an Scene­
ry, for exhibition in this city, intending shortly to remove 
them to New-York, Mr. Catlin has devoted the er itirc Sum­
mer to the completion of these paintings, and sue h has been
his assiduity that many supposed he had again proceeded to 
the far West. His collection is, in every view, a most inter­
esting otic. The whole is so out of the line of what is known, 
that some incredulity naturally attaches itself to it. It is 
however, but to examine the whole, and converse with Mr. 
Catlin in relation to it, to have this incredulity removed. At 
least, I can say for myself, that so I found it.—CM. Gaz.
A singular circumstance—Sometime in the fore part of April 
last, a Mr. William M’Connel, of Milton tp., Wayne co., 
Ohio, found in the woods, 50 or 60 rods fro* n the road, a 
portmanteau, or saddlebags, of ross colored leather, which 
from appearance had been used five or six years. On the un­
derside of the flap is stamped in the leather, the name of 
James Snodgra:$, Pittsburgh, Pa.
The bags contained some shirts, stockings and other articles 
of clothing. Inquiry has been made, and no intelligence can 
as yet be heard of the owner.
The. particulars may be kown by writing to Dr. Nathaniel 
Eastman, of Guilford, Medina co., Ohio, or to the Postmas­
ter of Guilford__ Ohio Free Press.
The Orphans’ Fair at Boston, closed on Friday; the total 
receipts for articles sold and tickets, amounted to twenty-three 
hundred dollars.
An extensive and valuable mine of antimony has been dis­
covered in Litchfield co. Conn.
It is stated on the authority of the Woodstock Courier, that 
Mr. Calvin Edson, well known as the “ Living Skeleton” died 
a few days since at his residence in Randolph, Vt. It is added 
that his body was taken from the tomb the night after the in­
terment, and it is rumored that some young men belonging to 
the Medical Class in Hanover are suspected, and that two of 
them have been arrested for the offence.
General Shelby, of Lexington, Ky., sold lately a flock o^ 
160 mules, raised on his plantation, for $11,840. cash in hand; 
14 of them were purchased for a gentleman at Cuba for $130 
each. The Lexington Intelligencer calls this “agricultural 
thrift.”
A National Convention of Young Men’s Societies is to he 
held in the city of New-York on Wednesday the 23d inst.
The New-Orleans Bee, of the l8tli ult., says that the cho­
lera has appeared at Barrataria, and that an entire family fell 
victims to it within a few hours.
Judge Dagget, of Connecticut, has pronounced the law of 
that State under which Miss Crandall was arrested for instruct­
ing colored youth from other States, to be constitutional, and 
the jury have returned a verdict of Guilty. The case will go 
next before the Supreme Court of Errors of the State of 
Connecticut at tlieir session in July next.
After 55 hallotings, Felix Grundy, has been elected United 
States Senator from Tennessee.
The New England Farmer, recommends apples as a good 
fodder for cattle.
Mrs. Alfred, of Preble county, Ohio, has the last season, 
raised 50,000 silk-worms, from whose labors, she is likely to 
realize from 250 to 400 dollars.
Eighty-three colored people, are ready at Savannah, to em­
bark for Liberia.
Mr. Webster’s improved edition of the Bible, is out. of 
press. ‘The following are specimens of his improvements. 
He has substituted sixty for threescore; cows for kine; per­
sons for folk; button tor tache; boiled for sodden; staffs for 
staves; shun for eschew.— Cincinnati Jour.
The Histoirc Parluunentaire of the French Revolution has 
just been commenced at Paris, by Messrs. Buchez and Roux. 
The object of the writers is to furnish ati authentic record of 
facts, rather than a philosophical narration. It will he com. 
leted in fifteen or twenty volumes.
FOREIGN.
Late from Eurofe—The reported death of the King of 
Spain is not confirmed. He was alive on the 21st, and his 
tie.ult not immediately expected.
The British government have acknowledged Donna Maria. 
Oh this event becoming known at Paris, the Miguclitc scrip 
fell from 61 to 45.
A dreadful shipwreck occurred on the 31st August, within 
half a mile of the port of Boulogne. A vessel said to be the 
Amphitrite, bound for Botany Bay, with 120 female passen­
gers on board, was cast away, making with the crew 154, all 
of whom except three were dr.owned!
Parliament was prorogued on the 29th of August 
Fall of the Brighton Anthaum.
Brighton, Sept. 1st—This stupendous structure has shared 
the fate of the Brunswick Theatre, but happily the destruc­
tion of it has not been attended with loss of life. It fell on 
Friday evening with a tremendous crash, and the noise it made 
resembled the distant rumbling of thunder.
This immense edifice was commenced about 12 months since, 
under the superintendence of an eminent botanist, Mr. Phil­
ips, of this town, whose knowledge of horticulture is very ex­
tensive. The building was composed entirely of iron, weigh­
ing between 400 and 500 tons, and it formed the largest dome 
ever constructed, exceeding in size that of St. Peter’s i n Rome, 
by upwards of 8,000 superficial feet. The glazing which was 
to have been commenced on Monday, would have taken a long 
time to complete, it requiring nearly two acres of glass to cov­
er the dome.—Albany Jour. Sf Tel.
Cholera—Yellow Fever—Civil War.-—A letter from Tam­
pico of the 3d ult. received at New Orleans, states that the 
Cholera at the last accounts was raging with unprecedented 
violence in the city of Mexico, and that the deaths amounted 
to fifteen hundred a day. ‘We earnestly hope,’ says the New 
| Orleans Commercial, ‘that this statement is exaggerated; but
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considering the extreme filtuiriess of the lower class, and warn 
of knowledge of the nature of the disease by*the physicians, 
we fear that it is in a great measure true. Previous accounts 
it will be recollected, stated the number of deaths at 1,060 
per day. ’
Cholera in Mexico—President Santa Anna has addressed 
to the Secretary of the War and Navy Departments of the 
Republic, an official account.of the movement of his division 
of the army, in quelling the recent insurrection under Arista 
and Duran. He states that he commenced his march from 
the city of Mexico on the first of August, and that on his 
first journey to Apasco, the cholera appeared in the army, and 
that he lost in twenty four hours two hundred men. In his 
second, to Celaya, it increased to such a degree that on the 
fifth, he had lost two thousand of the four thousand men that 
composed his army. The bad weather increased his difficul­
ties, which lie represents to have been second in magnitude 
only ‘o those which beset the great captain of the age in his 
Russian campaign.
Terrific Incidentjon a Missionary Voyages the Son- 
derbunds.—Messrs. Gogvrly and Laeroix, of the London 
Missionary Society, made a.visit to a Mela, or Religious Fair, 
on Saugor Island, in January, 1832. After the close of the 
Festival, pursued their course through the Sunderhunds, in 
order to convey the tidings of the Gospel to the villagers who 
inhabit those dreary regions.
The Sunderhunds is an extensive tract of country to the 
south-east of Calcutta, and stretching along the coast of the 
bay of Bengal, it is composed of a Labyrinth of creeks, all 
of which are salt, except those which communicate with the 
principal arm of the Ganges: these natural canals form a com­
plete inland navigation. The passages through the Sunder­
hunds for large vessels, Major Kennel observes, present a 
grand and curious spectacle—■
—a navigation of more than 200 miles through a thick for­
est, divided into numberless islands, by a multitude of chan­
nels so various in width, that a vessel lias at one time her 
masts entangled among the branches of trees, and at another 
sails on a capacious river, beautifully skirted with woods, and 
affording in each direction a vista of several miles extent. 
The waters (with the exception of the above mentioned) are 
every where salt; and the whole extent of the forest is aban­
doned to wild beasts; so that they are seldom visited but in 
cases of necessity, except by wood cutters and salt makers, 
whose “dreadful trade” is exercised at the peril of their lives; 
for the tigers not only appear on the margin in quest of prey, 
but often in the night-time swim to the boats that lie at an­
chor in the middle of the river. ,
Of these dangers the Missionaries witnessed a fearful in­
stance on occasion of their last visit, above mentioned : we 
quote their own lively narrative.
“ About eleven o-’clock in the forenoon, we cast anchor in 
the Barchurra Nuddee, with an extensive forest on both sides. 
An hour had just elapsed, when about a hundred yards from 
us, an alligator came up out of the river, to enjoy his noon­
tide sleep in the rays of the sun. After remaining there about 
half an hour, and being apparently in -a sound sleep, we ob­
served an immense tiger emerging from the jungle and bend­
ing his steps towards the place where the alligator lay. In 
size the tiger exceeded the largest which we had ever seen; 
and his broad round face, when turned towards us, striped 
with white, his fierce eyes, together with the amazing appa­
rent strength of his limbs, made the stoutest heart o-i board 
tremble at the thought of encountering such a dreadful toe. 
With the most cautious pace imaginable, the tiger approached 
the alligator: his raised foot remained some seconds before he, 
replaced it on the ground; and so he proceeded until lie cama 
within the power of his leap, when, exerting all his strength 
and bounding from the earth, lie descended immediately upon 
the alligator’s back, and seized it by its throat. The monster 
of the deep roused from its slumber, opened its tremendous 
jaws, and sldshed its terrific tail: and, while the conflict lasted, 
each seemed to exert its utmost strength. The tiger, howev­
er, had the advantage, for he had grasped.the alligator in a 
part of the neck, which entirely prevented him from turning 
iiis head sufficiently round to seize his antagonist; and though 
many severe blows were inflicted on the body of the tiger by 
its saw like tail, the noble beast of the forest, when the battle 
was contended, shook his brawny sides, and seemed uncon­
scious of any pain. Having overcome the alligator, he drag­
ged it a little further on the shore, and sat over it exactly in 
the atitude of a cat sitting over a captive mouse. He that 
took the creature in his mouth, and gently walked off with it 
into the jungles. About ten minutes afterwards, we spw the 
tiger emerge from the forest; ' and, after gazing at us for 
a few minutes, and perhaps imagining that we were almost 
too far f-om the shore to allow him to add us to the number 
of his trophies of victory, and blood, he slowly pursued his 
course in a different direction to where he had left bis prev, 
and we saw him no rqore. In less than an hour afterward, 
the alligator, who had been stunned but not killed, crept out 
of the jungle, and though evidently much injured, yet with 
some difficulty reached the river, and escaped the power of 
his sanguinary foe: lie, however, was too much lacerated to 
remain long in the water, and soon came again to land; but 
took the precaution of exposing but a part of liis body, and 
keeping bis face toward the shore; he continued but a very 
short time, and again launched into the deep, repeating hi* 
visits to the beach almost every quarter of an hour whilst w« 
remained. The sight was certainly dreadfully magnificent, 
and one we believe which is very seldom witnessed. It taught 
us and our people a very important lesson, viz: not to go 
heedlessly on shore in such a place. Immediately before thio 
circumstance occurred, one of our Native Christians bad ex- 
presed a wish to bis friends, as he had hitherto seen nothing t» 
alarm him, to go and examine the nature of the country. 
What followed, completely satisfied his curiosity. —Christia-. 
Watchman.
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WOOD HYMN—by hemans.
Broods there some spirit near ?
And o’er the pools, all still and darkly clear,
The wild wood hyacinth with awe seems bow d;
And something of a tender cloistral gloom
Deepens the violet’s bloom.
The very light, tha, streams 
Through the dim dewy veil of foliage round,
Comes tremulous with emerald-tinted gleams,
As if it knew the place were holy ground;
And would not startle, with too bright a burst,
Flowers all divinely nurs’d.
Wakes there some spirit here?
A swift wind, fraught with change, comes rushing by, 
And leaves and waters, in its wild career,
Shed forth sweet voices—each a mystery1 
Surely some awful influence must pervade
' These depths of trembling shade?
Yes, lightly, softly move!
There is a Power, a Presence in the woods;
A viewless Being, that with Life and Love
Informs the reverential solitudos
The rich air knows it, and the mossy sod —-
Thou, Thou art here, my God !
And if with awe we tread 
The Minster-floor, beneath the storied pane,
And midst the mouldering banners of the dead;
Shall the green voiceful wild seem less 'lliy fane,
Where Thou alone hast built?—where arch and roof
Are of thy living woof?
The silence and the sound 
Id the lone places, breathe alike ol Thee;
The Temple-twilight of the gloom profound,
The dew-cup of the frail anemone,
The reed by every wandering whisper thrill’d—
All, all with Thee are fill’d!
Oh! purify mine eyes,
More and yet more, by Love and lowly thought,
Thy Presence, Holiest One! to recognize
111 these majestic aisles which Thou hast wrought!
And ’midst their sea-like murmurs, teach mine ear
Ever Thy voice to hear!
And sanctify’ my heart 
To meet the awful sweetness of that tone,
With no faint thrill, or self-accusing start,
But a deep joy the heavenly Guest to own;
Joy, such as dwelt in Eden’s glorious bowers
Ere Sin had diinm’d the flowers.
Let me not know the change 
O’er Nature thrown by Guilt!—the boding sky,
The hollow leaf-sounds ominous and strange,
The weight wherewith the dark tree-shadows lie!
Father! oh ! keep my footsteps pure and tree,
To walk the woods with Thee! [Boston Bee.
MISCELLANY.
From the Literary Cabinet and Olive Branch.
Tin: Importance ani> Pleasure of Enlarging our Knov 
i.rdof—There is nothing which engages the mind of ma 
of more real importance^han the enlargement of his knov 
ledge. It is his knowledge, in a great measure, which rais 
him above the grade of other animals, and forms his true di< 
nity and happiness. It is it which makes him a useful men 
her and an ornament of society. By enlarging it, he enrichc 
illuminates, strengthens, and enlarges his mind; he increas 
his dignity, usefulness, and happiness, and lays up that in h 
mind which will afford purer, higher, and more lasting plea 
ures, than are ever tasted by the uninformed.
Knowledge, however, is not to be acquired without labor- 
vet the labor of acquiring it itself is pleasure. In ascendin 
the Hill of Science, the student is continually entertained an 
delighted with something new and interesting. His mind 
so agreeably entertained witlvthe beauties around and the pro 
pacts before him, that he scarcely notices the labor of ascent 
mg. And il by a steady advance, he becomes weary, wit 
what pleasure he can loiter amidst the rich profusion of beai 
ties around him, or look back on the scenes through which 1 
has passe: , of which, now as he is above them, he can have 
more conspicuous and pleasing view!
But wl.eii he has ascended to the summit, how delightful- 
how elevated is Ins situation ! What a rich and entertainir 
jirospcct is spread around him ! What exquisite pleasure 1 
ran have from musing on the order, beauty, and grandeur , 
Nature s works! Many wonders and beauties of nature ai 
laid open to his view, which are concealed by ignorance fro, 
the eyes of the vulgar. Many things contribute to his plea 
ure, which are unknown and unnoticed by the uninforme, 
I here can be no bounds set to the wanderings of his mim 
As quick as the twinkling of a star it can soar aloft to it 1 
a moment it can take its flight and rest on Saturn’s Rim 
What exalted pleasure he can receive from a contemplation ‘ 
the heavenly bodies which roll around his head!—And tl 
pleasure he receives is almost entirely owing to the knowledi 
which he has of them-for though they may please the ga 
of the vulgar by their twinkling splendor, yet they are to the, 
but a contused and unprofitable view. They believe them 1 
be as they seem to tha sense of sight, small spangles confuset 
ly spread over the ethereal blue. But to him they appear 
wonderful and grand display of Creative power. He n<
onlv views the scene with pleasure, but is. filled with awe by 
contemplating its beauty, harmony and grandeur.
Elevated to such an eminence, how commanding and ex­
tensive is his prospect! His mind can travel with pleasure 
through the cultivated fields of science, and muse with delight 
over the beauties there -offered to his view. lie can look 
abroad through the woild upon the various interesting events 
which are taking place among the different nations. He can 
look hack into remote ages, and see the state of the human 
race, before it had made much advancement in useful know­
ledge. He can view it at the present time, when it has made 
such great progress in science, and see its superior happiness 
and dignity. He can trace with pleasure the progress of lit­
erature—see many a solitary place made glad and the human 
race exalted by its happy influence. The advantages of bis 
elevated situation are innumerable. Hie sources of bis p.eas- 
vre are almost as numerous as the objects wit.i which he is 
surrounded; for there is scarcely anything which does not 
contribute something to his pleasure.
How pleasing, then, and important it is to enlarge our
knowledge__to ascend with steady steps the Hill of Science!
Yet how few pay that attention to it which they should—How 
many spend their time idly, or in useless amusements, which 
please but for the present, when they might employ it in en­
riching their minds with knowledge which would afford last­
ing pleasure and utility.
A Lover of Science.
Ofinion of M. Ampere upon Moses’ account of the 
Creation.—The .Revue des deux Mondes contains in the last 
number an article upon the theory of the earth. The author 
of the article, which is written with spirit and science, points 
out in a few pages the steps followed by M. Ampere to explain 
the present state of the globe, applying himself first to make 
known what preceded and led to the great catastrophes of 
which traces every where appear. After having recited briefly 
the hypothesis of Herschell upon the formation of the globe, 
the editor of the Review informs us what is, on this subject, 
the opinion of M. Ampere, as developed to him in some con­
versations, and we are rejoiced at the testimony which our 
learned fellow-countryman lias given to the narrative of Gene­
sis. “ The hypothesis of Herschell, remarks M. Ampere, as 
quoted by bis friend, has nothing but what is perfectly recon­
cilable witli the text in Genesis. The professor adds, we 
shall soon sec such multiplied agreements between the narra­
tive and our theory, that it must be concluded either that Mo­
ses had as profound an acquaintance with the sciences as our 
own age, or that he was inspired.” We know not if modern 
learned men who refuse to admit the second of these supposi­
tions are disposed to grant the first; M. Ampere leaves them 
no other alternative. Between two miracles, the greatest is 
here most probable. It is easier to believe that Moses was 
inspired, as it is supported by such a multitude of proofs, than 
it is to believe that be knew, 4-,000 years ago, as much and 
more than is now known of the theory of the earth.
i Population of China.—The Chinese Repository for Feb- 
i ruary contains the conclusion of an essay by Dr. Morrison, 
1 on this much vexed subject, in which he gives further reasons 
j for believing tnat the Chinese official reports, of 333 millions, 
i are the best and most credible accounts we have on the sub-
ject. When any nation or state have been at great pains to 
estimate their numbers, and for their own purposes of govern­
ment, it lias been usual to receive their accounts. The ac­
counts of the Chinese Government are incorrect, if at all, 
because they were either unable or unwilling to make them 
I otherwise. To show the facilities for making an accurate cen- 
I sus, the Dr. mentions the minute subdivisions which are made, 
j There are 18 provinces. Canton, one of them, is divided first 
into \2foos and chows, these are subdivided into 72 heens, from 
the keen the division is carried down to the rea, which consists 
of only ten families, 10 of which, or 100 fam ilies, make a pa- 
vou, or neighborhood, which has a head man, or constable, to 
watch over the whole, whose duty it is, among other things, 
to keep an accurate list of all the families and individuals with­
in his jurisdiction. This list is annually reported, by’ regular 
gradations, to the emperor. If foreigners, therefore, discard 
these authentic returns, and attempt to resort to verbal testi­
mony, they change the more for the less credible testimony.
Furthermore, if we survey the state of society in China for 
the last 120 years, we shallcease to wonder that the increase 
should be rapid. A continuous peace of 120 years has perva­
ded, the country. The checks to increase are few—the causes 
in favor of it are numerous. The United States lias quadru- 
! pled its population in 50 years. There can he no doubt that 
j the soil is capable of sustaining so great a population, being 
Qr-rt0 t'1e s<luare mile, while England has 225, Nether­
lands and Lucca 350. Almost every produet of the fer­
tile sou is applied to the feeding and clothing of mankind.— 
lY. x. Evangelist.
risk I ALENT.—Baron D’Haussez, justly remarks, in 1; 
oo on Great Britain, that without any national literalu 
v ne i she may properly call her own; without anv inarki 
superiority in science or in arts, Ireland has contributed ne 
er e ess her fill 1 quota to the general stock which illustrat 
io annals ol Great Britain, by the number and talent of tho 
distinguisned men to whom she has given birth. He refe. 
ini ustrationot this deserved compliment, to the pulpit el
quence o Bishop Jebb and Magee, and Dean Kirwan: 
ic scientific labors of Young, Donavon and Wesley; to tl
literature of Usher, Goldsmith, Sheridan, Swift, Sterne ar 
,i oore ’ aad t0 t‘le Poetical and forensic fame of Burke, Ca 
creagi, Grattan, Curran, Plunket, Ponsonby, Canning,* (
fwrvli n eIlinSton- I” r<?gard to the military, Hauss 
observes that the most remarkable Irish trait is their aptitui 
t?r *j n?artla- ,lfV and that accordingly a large proportion
1 Our own country is not without its obligations to the gen- 
' ius of the same people. General Montgomery was a native 
Irishman, and we believe general Sullivan also. The Rut- 
1 ledges, the Ramsays, the Carrolls, the Taylors, Calhouns, the 
j McLeans are all of Irish descent.
! * Was he not an Englishmen?—Ed.
[Boston Merc. Adv.
The Head__ The head has the most beautiful appearance
as well as the highest station in the human figure. Nature 
has laid out all her art in beautifying the face; she has touch­
ed it with vermilion, planted in it a double row of ivory, made 
it the seat of smiles and blushes, lighted up and enlivened it 
with the brightness of the eyes, hung it on each side with cu­
rious organs of sense, given it airs and graces that cannot be 
described, and surrounded it with such a flowing shade of hair 
as sets all its beauties in the most agreeable light. In short, 
she seems to have designed the head as the cupola to the most 
glorious of iier works; and when we load it with a pile of su­
pernumerary ornaments, we destroy the symmetry of the hu­
man figure, and foolishly contrive to call off the attention from 
great and real beauties to childish gewgaws, ribands, and bone 
lace.—Addison on Radies’ Head Dresses.
Whitefield (says Mr. Winter, who was long bis pupil) was 
neat to the extreme in bis person and every thing about him. 
Not a paper must have been out of place, or put up irregular­
ly. Every part of bis furniture must have been likewise in 
its place before we retreated to rest. He said lie did not think 
be should die easy, if he thought his gloves were out of their 
place. —Presbyterian.
Study.—The celebrated Martin Luther, the reformer, ad­
vises young students to confine their attention to some well 
selected and well informed authors, and not to distract 
and confuse themselves with too great a variety of books. 
Miscellaneous readers, says be, never learn any .thing cor­
rectly, but are led away by vague and crude notions; as 
those persons who dwell every where, and settle in no place, 
cannot be said to have any certain habitation.
Quantity of Water which falls in Rain and Dew__
It was calculated by Dalton that the quantity of water which 
falls every year in rain and dew, in England and Wales is, 
115,000 millions of tuns. About one third of this is carried 
off by rivers, and the remainder goes to water the soil.
The Weevil.—The great destruction of wheat produced by 
this annoying insect, it is said, may be prevented by very sim­
ple means. In stacking wheat, if four or five quarts of salt, 
he sprinkled on every hundred sheaves, it.will be secured from 
destruction by the weevil, and will besides make the straw 
more valuable as fodder.
It has been computed that nearly two years’ sickness is ex­
perienced by every person before he is 70 years old, and there­
fore that ten days per annum is the average sickness of hu­
man life.—Till forty it is but half, and after fifty it rapidly 
increases.
Recipe for Croup.—Dr. Godman has recommended the 
following as a certain, as well as a simple, remedy for a com­
mon and often fatal disease among children. He says, “when­
ever they are threatened with an attack of Croup, I direct a 
plaster covered with dry Scotch snuff, varying in size according 
to the age of the patient, to be applied directly across the tho­
rax, and retained there till all the symptoms disappear. The 
remedy is found to be always effectual when applied in the 
first and second stages of the malady.” The plaster is made 
by greasing a piece of linen, and covering it with snuff.
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